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Customer Testimonial

Sea Tow Central Florida Lakes
“The MiniHD Has Been Great for Us”
The Quick Solution for Dead Batteries
“Sea Tow Central Florida Lakes offers boat towing and
on water assistance. Our franchise has 9 boats watching
over 8,000 square miles in central Florida, which is a
pretty big footprint to cover. I station our boats at strategic
areas throughout the region, so we are always available to
respond quickly to a call, but some of these areas are pretty
quiet. We get a lot of calls for dead batteries in those areas,
and we frequently run into issues with a traditional jump
starter. We’ll get on site and find out the jump box is dead,
because it hasn’t been used in awhile, and so we’re forced
to tow the boat, rather than get it started on the water.
“The other problem we have with traditional jump boxes
comes up in our high traffic areas. When we get multiple
calls for jump starts at the same time, our jump box will
have to be recharged after the first call. Normally, we’d
either have to tow them out or buy a backup jump box to
handle multiple calls, which isn’t convenient or cost friendly.”

90 Second Recharge
“Both of these issues are the reason I’ve switched to the
KrankingKART Mini HD in all of our boats. With the 90
second recharge, we never have to worry about getting on
site with a dead jump box. And when we get more than one
call, the MiniHD is fully charged before we even finish with
the first boat. Logistically, it’s been great for us. We can
plan better, because we know we have capabilities beyond
a traditional jump box. Anything I can do to make the
experience quicker for our customers is a win in my book.
“We’ve relied on the MiniHD for 2 years, and I just recently
ordered 3 more units for our new boats. I also keep one
in my truck to respond to customers who dock at a local
restaurant and need a quick start. With the MiniHD, I’m
always ready to go.
“I’d definitely recommend KBI. As far as ordering and
shipping the units, they’ve been very receptive to us and
easy to work with.”
—Captain Kerry Kline
Sea Tow Central Florida Lakes

About Sea Tow Central Florida Lakes
Sea Tow offers memberships to boaters nationwide for
expert on-water assistance any time help is needed. Highly
professional, experienced captains operate Sea Tow
facilities and provide a variety of services, including boat
towing, fuel deliveries, jump starts, disentanglements, and
covered ungroundings.
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